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An accessible single-volume collection of information on the European Communities. concise definitions vital for understanding the terminology which surrounds the Communities and Community policy. It features an A-Z glossary of European organizations, acronyms and terms and covers member states of and countries connected with the EEC and politicians and others who have contributed to the development of Community policy. social and legal framework, the significance of 1992 and the external affairs of the Community. Complementing the encyclopaedic
section, these informative essays provide a broad view of Community policy and activity. Publications of the European Communities allows swift access to wide range of data. It covers a wide range of subjects including agriculture, transport, trade and employment. Statistics are provided for the EC as a whole and for the individual member states. providing valuable names, addresses and telephone and fax numbers of principal offices and their areas of work. Information provided includes: details of MEPs, their political groups and national parties; members of major
committees; Permanent Missions to the European Communities; members of the Courts; Directorates-General and other Commission bodies. It provides the ideal basis for a Community mailing list. Community-wide industrial, trade, professional and consumer bodies, giving full titles of organizations, addresses, telephone, telex and fax numbers, principal officers, foundation dates and member organizations within the Communities; summaries of the main treaties setting up the European Communities; and a comprehensive list of specific measures involved in the
implementation of the internal market, including adopted proposals and measures still awaiting approval.
La liste exhaustive des ouvrages disponibles publiés en langue française dans le monde. La liste des éditeurs et la liste des collections de langue française.
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The first volume of its kind, focusing on the sociolinguistic and socio-political issues surrounding Asian Englishes The Handbook of Asian Englishes provides wide-ranging coverage of the historical and cultural context, contemporary dynamics, and linguistic features of English in use throughout the Asian region. This first-of-its-kind volume offers a wide-ranging exploration of the
English language throughout nations in South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East Asia. Contributions by a team of internationally-recognized linguists and scholars of Asian Englishes and Asian languages survey existing works and review new and emerging areas of research in the field. Edited by internationally renowned scholars in the field and structured in four parts, this Handbook explores
the status and functions of English in the educational institutions, legal systems, media, popular cultures, and religions of diverse Asian societies. In addition to examining nation-specific topics, this comprehensive volume presents articles exploring pan-Asian issues such as English in Asian schools and universities, English and language policies in the Asian region, and the
statistics of English across Asia. Up-to-date research addresses the impact of English as an Asian lingua franca, globalization and Asian Englishes, the dynamics of multilingualism, and more. Examines linguistic history, contemporary linguistic issues, and English in the Outer and Expanding Circles of Asia Focuses on the rapidly-growing complexities of English throughout Asia Includes
reviews of the new frontiers of research in Asian Englishes, including the impact of globalization and popular culture Presents an innovative survey of Asian Englishes in one comprehensive volume Serving as an important contribution to fields such as contact linguistics, World Englishes, sociolinguistics, and Asian language studies, The Handbook of Asian Englishes is an invaluable
reference resource for undergraduate and graduate students, researchers, and instructors across these areas.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837),
and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
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Teacher Education Programs in the United States is the only publication to offer, in one place, comprehensive information on the teacher education programs available in U.S. colleges and universities. Information includes accreditation of the programs, and the degrees and certification offered for students who complete the programs.
This book examines how language is a central resource in transforming migrant women into transnational domestic workers. Focusing on the migration of women from the Philippines to Singapore, the book unpacks why and how language is embedded in the infrastructure of transnational labor migration that links migrant-sending and migrant-receiving countries. It sheds light on the everyday lives of transnational domestic workers and how they draw on their linguistic repertoires, and in particular on English, as they cross geographical and social spaces. By showing
how the transnational mobility of labor is dependent on the selection and performance of particular assemblages of linguistic resources that index migrants as labor and not as people, the book provides a powerful lens with which to examine how migration contributes to relationships of inequality and how such inequalities are produced and challenged on the terrain of language.
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Contains research project reports arranged by subject with descriptors from the EUDISED Multilingual Thesaurus.
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L'enseignement agricole est le plus méconnu de tous les enseignements. Cette étude sociologique pallie en partie cette méconnaissance en retraçant l'histoire de l'enseignement agricole depuis 1848 jusqu'à nos jours. Met l'accent sur les évolutions institutionnelles, scolaires et politiques qui ont bouleversé le paysage de la formation agricole à partir de 1981.
This book presents all the publicly available questions from the PISA surveys. Some of these questions were used in the PISA 2000, 2003 and 2006 surveys and others were used in developing and trying out the assessment.
BIBLIOGRAPHIE DE LA FRANCE - LIVRES DU MOIS - JANVIER 1998.
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"The only book to focus on the ethical issues confronting food industry professionals"-This glossary will be a privileged tool of translators, experts and all those working in the field of social issues. About 15 000 primary entries and a total of 28 500 terms contribute to make this glossary a comprehensive compilation in the field of social security.
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